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Cloud debuted in Detective Comics February Fictional character biography[ edit ] St. Cloud is a socialite
residing in Gotham City , hosting parties for the rich and influential. She later becomes a successful event
planner outside Gotham. Strange Apparitions, reprinting stories from Detective Comics â€”, , Soon she
begins dating Bruce Wayne. She suspects from the start that Bruce is hiding something, citing his interest in
crime reports and his encounters with Batman as evidence of a secret. Her insight and quick action leads to
Robin rescuing Bruce. Her relationship with Bruce was initially in trouble due to his repeated disappearances.
However, over time she was able to piece together the clues and eventually recognize her lover in the Batman
costume. The initial appearances of Silver also represent the first time that it is explicitly recognized that
Bruce Wayne or even Batman has engaged in a sexual relationship. Silver witnesses Batman fighting Joker.
After defeating the Joker, Batman meets with Silver. She reveals to Batman that she knows his secret and that
she still loves him. She says that she could not be with him because she could not stand worrying about him
each night. She then ends the relationship, asking him not to see her again. Most of his fury becomes
concentrated on one criminal, whom he punches repeatedly. Bruce tells Alfred Pennyworth that he blames his
crimefighting persona for driving Silver away, and for a time muses whether he should give up being Batman
forever. Dark Detective , a sequel to Batman: Steve Englehart has written another chapter to his trilogy to
resolve it but DC has declined to publish that story. The Widening Gyre , [5] in which she and Bruce rekindle
their romance on an island beach her family owns. At the end of the comic, her throat is slashed by the villain
Onomatopoeia. She befriends the young Bruce Wayne immediately smitten with her. To that end, she starts
dating Bruce while driving a wedge between Selina Kyle seeing through her act. When The Knife threatens
her with torture, Silver says that " M. Malone " is connected to the murders of Thomas Wayne and Martha
Wayne. It then turns out that Selina and Bruce hired The Knife to get information out of her. After Tabitha
turns against Theo during the fight between the Order of St.
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Cloud to Theo Galavan [src] Silver St. Cloud is a student of Anders Preparatory Academy and a member of
the Galavan family. At an unknown point, Silver swam with a dolphin. Silver later greeted Bruce on the
courtyard of Anders Prep, after he walked past her. She, Bruce, Theo and Tabitha had dinner together, with
Silver telling Bruce that he should come over more, so that the two could hang out. Selina later sees Bruce
Wayne kissing Silver St. She takes her leave when Theo comes out to begin his meeting with Bruce. Cloud
visited Wayne Manor at the request of Bruce Wayne, asking him if he believed what the media was saying
about her uncle, Theo. She leaves immediately after giving Bruce a key to her hotel room at the Kane Hotel.
Silver said she would and asked Bruce to meet up with him. She was then kidnapped by a group of men, who
proceeded to bind and gag her with duct tape and took her and Bruce to a warehouse. They wanted to know
what Silver told Bruce about who kills his parents. Silver said a man named M. Theo suspects she has fallen
for Bruce. Silver denies it, and Theo says she has to have Bruce tell her he loves her, before he is killed. Silver
visits Bruce, and they talk. They are caught and locked up. Silver tells Bruce that Theo had told her to do, and
when Theo come to get Bruce, he says he loves Silver and kisses her. Theo compliments Silver, and they go
the ceremony. As Father Creel is about to cut Bruce with the knife, Silver yells at him to stop. Theo grabbed
Silver, and they fled with Tabitha Galavan. Theo said he wanted to express his disappointment in her, and
Tabitha tells Theo to let her be. Theo approaches Silver with his hand out, and Tabitha whacks him over the
head. She straps Silver into the parachute, and shoves Silver out the window, following soon after. Personality
Despite her young age, Silver has displayed the personality of a master manipulator. For the most part,
towards the people she is attempting to trick such as Bruce Wayne, she is capable of presenting herself as
timid, harmless and kind but in private her true nature is self-confident, cold and calculating as she effortlessly
uses her high intelligence and manipulative charm to get whatever she wants. She is also arrogant and callous
to people like Selina Kyle and Tom. However despite her rather multi-faced personality, Silver is not entirely
without scruples. She was horrified when Bruce was seemingly being tortured, screaming hysterically for it to
stop. When Bruce was captured by the Order of St. Dumas, Silver became very uneasy over his coming
execution and attempted to avoid his death altogether. She apologised sincerely for tricking him and protested
during the ceremony before Creel was able to kill Bruce, an act that almost cost Silver her life. The abuse
Silver received from her uncle eventually led her to go against Galavan and escape Gotham with Tabitha.
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Any Any A link has directed you to this review. Its location on this page may change next time you visit. I got
an offer from Silver Cloud and I recently had gotten an installment loan from them. Their lending process is
fast and better than the last one that I had originally gotten. The customer service people were very helpful and
they were able to explain correctly everything in the process including the interest rate. The process took a few
minutes which was done on a Friday and the funds were available on Tuesday, which was okay. I was having
some issues and I was able to take care of some things, so it was convenient. Helpful Be the first one to find
this review helpful Not sure how to choose? Get expert buying tips about Payday and Title Loans delivered to
your inbox. Email Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips and
recommendations. We value your privacy. This company is the worst. They entered my account information
incorrectly putting my loan in the wrong account. I called them to correct the account number. I was
repeatedly lied to and rushed off the phone. No funds have been deposited to my account. We are sorry to hear
that you received less than the 5-Star service Silver Cloud Financial is known for. We would like the chance to
hear more about this situation and rectify it for you. We will be reaching out to you soon, but if you would like
to talk to someone immediately, please call us at I have never been late or missed a payment. In September , I
tried to increase my loan amount since I had paid my balance down. All documents were signed and sent. I
received an email confirmation that my funds were on the way. I also asked Silver Cloud to update my income
on my account since the amount was incorrect. It was auto filled and I could not edit this portion on Silver
Cloud website. I filed a complaint on their website that same day and asked for someone to contact me. No
one ever did. I am glad I was able to cover that withdrawal without bouncing any charges. I was very upset
and contacted Silver Cloud now about this unauthorized charge. The customer service rep was nice but
ineffective and there was no manage available. Another poor business practice. As a preferred customer, you
may be eligible for more money and special VIP offers. Now all we need is your signature. We have accepted
your application. To complete the process there is just one more thing we need; your signature. Again, 10
minutes later at 3: The reality is that I must use these services while I work in clearing g and improving my
credit. Your lack if follow through and misinformation to your customer is deplorable and useless. Why would
you cancel my application without an explanation. I would appreciate some communication as to why you are
sending conflicting information to your customer with the only goal to inconvenience me? We are sorry to
hear about your less than perfect experience with Silver Cloud Financial. Please reach out to us at VOC
upperlakeps. If you would like to talk to someone immediately, please call us at your convenience at They
keep wanting to take more and more and more out. But always keeps say, "You owe this left. I get email
saying. A charge will be taken out on twelfth but does not tell me how much. They called and said they can
loan me more or something and I told them no and how I felt but they kept pushing the issue. Got an email
today saying we can skipping some kind of payment if I borrow more. And by the time it supposed to be paid
off. In fact, I was surprised that it was very easy, and I got a quick response. I did the application, and I got an
answer in minutes, and then I got a phone call. It took 20 minutes to complete the process. In addition, the
lending processor explained everything as far as how much I was approved. They let me know how much and
when I knew how much, I looked into how the payments worked out. They explained everything to me over
the phone. I asked if I could do more. They said I can even do but I just went up to While I was talking to
them on the phone, I thought that it was kind of cool how their rep showed me step-by-step how to get back on
the site and sign the documents as she still had me on the phone. It was very helpful. Overall, Silver Cloud has
awesome customer service. They are very respectful. And I like the company as well. We are so glad to hear
you had a pleasant experience with Silver Cloud Financial. If you ever have comments, questions or concerns
about your service with Silver Cloud Financial, please feel free to reach out to us at VOC upperlakeps. We
require contact information to ensure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain
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the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to verify quality and helpfulness. For more
information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs. Their lending process was easy. I just applied online and then
they called. After that, they sent the papers that I had to sign. So far, Silver Cloud has helped me along when I
needed them. And as a courtesy, some of their lending processors give me half the first payment because I pay
it off at the end of the month. But some of them have been unwilling to give me that courtesy. All in all, when
a returning customer asks for an incentive to pay it off, they should just do it, cause if some can do it, others
can do it too. They should not give returning customers a hard time. Thank you for taking the time to speak
with us! We hope that we were able to resolve your concern to your complete satisfaction. If there is anything
else we can do, please reach back out to us at VOC upperlakeps. Helpful Be the first one to find this review
helpful Resolved outside ConsumerAffairs.
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Methodology[ edit ] The most common chemicals used for cloud seeding include silver iodide , potassium
iodide and dry ice solid carbon dioxide. Liquid propane , which expands into a gas, has also been used. This
can produce ice crystals at higher temperatures than silver iodide. After promising research, the use of
hygroscopic materials, such as table salt , is becoming more popular. In mid-altitude clouds, the usual seeding
strategy has been based on the fact that the equilibrium vapor pressure is lower over ice than over water. The
formation of ice particles in supercooled clouds allows those particles to grow at the expense of liquid
droplets. If sufficient growth takes place, the particles become heavy enough to fall as precipitation from
clouds that otherwise would produce no precipitation. This process is known as "static" seeding. This strategy
of "dynamic" seeding assumes that the additional latent heat adds buoyancy, strengthens updrafts, ensures
more low-level convergence, and ultimately causes rapid growth of properly selected clouds. For release by
aircraft, silver iodide flares are ignited and dispersed as an aircraft flies through the inflow of a cloud. When
released by devices on the ground, the fine particles are carried downwind and upward by air currents after
release. In the 55 years following the first cloud-seeding demonstrations, substantial progress has been made
in understanding the natural processes that account for our daily weather. Yet scientifically acceptable proof
for significant seeding effects has not been achieved". This could have potentially serious consequences for
particular hail stone formation. However, there have been several detailed ecological studies that showed
negligible environmental and health impacts. These findings likely result from the minute amounts of silver
generated by cloud seeding, which are about one percent of industry emissions into the atmosphere in many
parts of the world, or individual exposure from tooth fillings. This led the US Health Services and EPA to
conduct studies regarding the potential for environmental and human health hazards related to silver. These
agencies and other state agencies applied the Clean Water Act of and to establish regulations on this type of
pollution. Environmentalists are concerned about the uptake of elemental silver in a highly sensitive
environment affecting the pygmy possum among other species as well as recent high level algal blooms in
once pristine glacial lakes. Research 50 years ago and analysis by the former Snowy Mountains Authority led
to the cessation of the cloud seeding program in the s with non-definitive results. Formerly, cloud seeding was
rejected in Australia on environmental grounds because of concerns about the protected species, the pygmy
possum. During the s the Bergeron-Findeisen process theorized that supercooled water droplets present while
ice crystals are released into rain clouds would cause rain. He was dismayed to find that the deep freezer was
not cold enough to produce a "cloud" using breath air. He decided to move the process along by adding a
chunk of dry ice just to lower the temperature of his experimental chamber. To his astonishment, as soon as he
breathed into the deep freezer, he noted a bluish haze, followed by an eye-popping display of millions of
microscopic ice crystals, reflecting the strong light rays from the lamp illuminating a cross-section of the
chamber. He instantly realized that he had discovered a way to change super-cooled water into ice crystals.
Bernard Vonnegut was credited with discovering another method for "seeding" super-cooled cloud water.
Vonnegut accomplished his discovery at the desk, looking up information in a basic chemistry text and then
tinkering with silver and iodide chemicals to produce silver iodide. The first attempt to modify natural clouds
in the field through "cloud seeding" began during a flight that began in upstate New York on 13 November
Schaefer was able to cause snow to fall near Mount Greylock in western Massachusetts, after he dumped six
pounds of dry ice into the target cloud from a plane after a mile easterly chase from the Schenectady County
Airport. While not a new technique, hygroscopic seeding for enhancement of rainfall in warm clouds is
enjoying a revival, based on some positive indications from research in South Africa, Mexico, and elsewhere.
The hygroscopic material most commonly used is table salt. It is postulated that hygroscopic seeding causes
the droplet size spectrum in clouds to become more maritime bigger drops and less continental, stimulating
rainfall through coalescence. The operation resulted in the targeted areas seeing an extension of the monsoon
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period an average of 30 to 45 days. Krick and Associates of Palm Springs, California. They were contracted
by Oklahoma State University in to conduct a seeding project to increase warm cloud rainfall in the Lake Carl
Blackwell watershed. That lake was, at that time â€”73 , the primary water supply for Stillwater , Oklahoma
and was dangerously low. The project did not operate for a long enough time to show statistically any change
from natural variations. Only a few hurricanes were tested with cloud seeding because of the strict rules set by
the scientists of the project. It was unclear whether the project was successful. Hurricanes appeared to change
slightly in structure, but only temporarily. Reclamation sponsored several cloud seeding research projects
under the umbrella of Project Skywater from to , and NOAA conducted the Atmospheric Modification
Program from to The sponsored projects were carried out in several states and two countries Thailand and
Morocco , studying both winter and summer cloud seeding. From to Reclamation developed cloud seeding
applied research to augment water supplies in the western US. The research focused on winter orographic
seeding to enhance snowfall in the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, and precipitation in coast ranges of
southern California. The University of Nevada and Desert Research Institute provided cloud physics, physical
chemistry, and other field support. In , the World Meteorological Organization , and other member-states led
by the Government of Spain conducted a Precipitation Enhancement Project PEP in Spain, [33] with
inconclusive results due probably to location selection issues. Cooperative efforts with state water resources
agencies in California, Colorado, Montana, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and Arizona assured that the applied
research met state water management needs. More recently, in cooperation with six western states,
Reclamation sponsored a small cooperative research program called the Weather Damage Modification
Program, [35] from â€” In the United States, funding for research has declined in the last two decades.
However, the Bureau of Reclamation sponsored a six-state research program from â€”, called the "Weather
Damage Modification Program". CSIRO scientists dropped dry ice into the tops of cumulus clouds. The
method worked reliably with clouds that were very cold, producing rain that would not have otherwise fallen.
Experiments used both ground-based and airborne silver iodide generators. Only the trial conducted in the
Snowy Mountains produced statistically significant rainfall increases over the entire experiment. They believe
that it increases the amount of rain over several increasingly arid regions, including its capital city, Beijing ,
by firing silver iodide rockets into the sky where rain is desired. There is even political strife caused by
neighboring regions that accuse each other of "stealing rain" using cloud seeding. About 24 countries currently
practice weather modification operationally. The snowfall in Beijing lasted for approximately three days and
led to the closure of 12 main roads around Beijing. Cloud seeding operations were also conducted in the same
year through US-based Weather Modification Inc. The practice involves emitting silver iodide from airplanes
and ground stations. The seeding takes place only in the northern parts of Israel. Cloud-seeding has been used
to improve the air quality by encouraging rainfall. On 20 June , Indonesia said it will begin cloud-seeding
operations following reports from Singapore and Malaysia that smog caused by forest and bush fires in
Sumatra have disrupted daily activities in the neighboring countries. In cloud seeding was done daily in
Malaysia since the haze began in early-August. Its first efforts scattered sea salt in the air to catch the humidity
and dry ice to condense the humidity to form clouds. The first field operations began in above Khao Yai
National Park. Since then the Thai government claims that rainmaking has been successfully applied
throughout Thailand and neighboring countries. It adopted the latest technologies available on a global level,
using sophisticated weather radar to monitor the atmosphere of the country around the clock. Although rainfall
in the UAE has been fluctuating over the last few decades in winter season, most of that occurs in the
December to March period. During the summer months, the prevailing Indian Monsoon drought effect leads to
a build-up of cumulus clouds especially along the mountainous terrain in the eastern UAE. The UAE now has
more 75 networked automatic weather stations distributed across the UAE, 7 air quality stations, a
sophisticated Doppler weather radar network of five stationary and one mobile radars, and six Beechcraft King
Air C90 aircraft for cloud seeding operations. Natural salts such as potassium chloride and sodium chloride are
used in these operations. Close , seeded a cloud with dry ice at the municipal airport during a drought; quickly
0. Eleven western states and one Canadian province Alberta have ongoing weather modification operational
programs. The results were substantial, but caused an undue burden on the locals who experienced
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overpowering rainfall causing street collapses and mud slides. PGE discontinued its seeding practices the
following year. This utilized both aircraft and ground-based generators that pumped silver iodide into the
atmosphere in an attempt to reduce the threat of hail damage.
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Welcome to Silver Cloud Inns & Hotels If you are searching for stunning, well-appointed accommodations in Washington
or Oregon, look no further than Silver Cloud Inns & Hotels. Our entire staff takes personal pride in providing superior
customer service to each and every guest.

Chapter 6 : Cloud Productivity
Summer is blockbuster season by definition. Movie goers generally want to get out of the heat, sit in an air conditioned
theatre and park their brains at the door while things explode for a couple of hours.

Chapter 7 : Competency partners
After extensive refurbishment, Silver Cloud is the most spacious and comfortable ice class vessel in expedition cruising.
Her large suites, her destination itineraries and her unparalleled service make her truly special.

Chapter 8 : Silver St. Cloud | Gotham Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Silver St. Cloud is a student of Anders Preparatory Academy and a member of the Galavan family. Silver's parents threw
her a birthday party for her ninth birthday, and her mother made her a cake with her name spelled out in chocolate; she
considers this to be her favourite childhood memory.

Chapter 9 : Silver Cloud HotelsÂ® - Boutique Hotels In Seattle & Portland
Silver St. Cloud is a fictional character appearing in American comic books published by DC Comics, commonly in
association with the superhero racedaydvl.com character debuted in Detective Comics # (February ) and was created by
Steve Englehart and Walt Simonson.
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